
   
 

Hines Real Estate Office Tables by Grayscale Design 

Seattle based Grayscale Design Studio’s Founder and Principal 

Designer Jennifer Thuma, recently completed a tenant build out project for 

Hines Real Estate in downtown Seattle.  This project presented new 

challenges, as the space was destined for clients with their own brand, look 

and aesthetic. By approaching the spaces with light, yet versatile design 

and custom furniture solutions, the office became tenant-ready for any 

type of company. 

 

When Jennifer learned of Formology’s unique LignaFORM CrossCORE 

Linear Birch material she was inspired to design two visually stunning 

tables for the space. The result showcases the natural beauty of the wood, 

while creating intricately detailed edges of otherwise modern, clean lines. 

Both tables accentuate the “pinstriped” aesthetic of the LignaFORM 

material with mitered waterfall leg transitions. The smaller table further 

highlights these beautiful lines through back beveled edges and geometric 

cutouts in the legs and top. The form of the larger table provides flexibility 

to seat either 4 or 8 people as needed, tucking into itself with an innovative 

all-wood hinge element crafted completely from the LignaFORM CrossCORE Linear Birch material. Together these tables 

combine to create a bright and modern kitchen area ready to accommodate both small and large lunch crowds. 

“Working with the materials that Formology has developed made our tables beautiful.  Expressing the layered edges was 

top priority.  We achieved simple yet incredibly interesting pieces with the LignaFORM panels.  Users are always so 

amazed when they discover these tables aren’t just ordinary wood.  Formology did such a terrific job with craftsmanship 

and structural integrity. Thank you Formology team!” - Jennifer Thuma  

 

See full project at www.formologyproducts.com/products/hines-real-estate-office-by-grayscale-design 

To see more of Jennifer’s work please visit www.grayscaledesignstudio.com 

 

 “Users are always so 
amazed when they 
discover these tables 
aren’t just ordinary 
wood.  Formology did 
such a terrific job with 
craftsmanship and 
structural integrity.  
Thank you Formology 
team!”  
 
Jennifer Thuma, Founder, Grayscale Design 

 



   
ABOUT LIGNAFORM 
“Ligna” is the Latin word for Timber which best describes the raw  

material in all of our LignaFORM™ panels: Structural Beams and 

Plywood. These beams and plywood are originally manufactured with 

veneers or strands of timber processed from  

sustainably harvested trees. Through our CrossCORE® technology we 

transform these beams and plywood into visually stunning linear 

architectural panels perfect for wall cladding,  

furniture, case goods, solid surfaces and more. Formology’s Panel 

Products are available in full sized sheets and can be used for many 

applications, including Wall Cladding, Vertical Surfacing, Horizontal 

Surfaces, Ceilings, Furniture, Case Goods, Cabinets, Retail Fixtures, 

Restaurant Tables, Countertops, Wall Paneling, Workplace Surfaces, 

Corporate Furnishings, Healthcare Surfaces and more. 

 

All LignaFORM™ panels are offered in natural wood tone and can be  

custom stained and finished in a variety of color/gloss combinations.  

 

 

 

ABOUT FORMOLOGY 
Formology is an innovator and manufacturer of architectural panels and wood surfaces for use in many applications 

including wall cladding, cabinetry, case goods, retail fixtures, furniture, work surfaces, tabletops and more.  We utilize 

sustainable woods, unique raw materials and innovative fabrication to transform these materials into durable products 

designed to showcase their natural beauty. The entire process from beginning to end happens at our FSC Certified 55,000 

square-foot facility located in Hubbard, Oregon. 

 

Whether remanufacturing structural beams into architectural panels, milling solid wood into surfaces, upcycling 

agricultural byproducts or using raw materials to produce high quality furniture and finished goods, our story is one  

of transformation. 

 

For more information visit www.formologyproducts.com 


